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Abstract: This article reassesses the role of the body in advanced meditation as it is presented in the early Buddhist Pāli discourses, showing that certain theorizations of liberation held that it contained a marked corporeal element. The article also reflects upon the understanding of the Buddha’s body in this textual corpus, and demonstrates that for important strands of the early tradition, the Buddha’s liberation was thought to manifest in his body, so that liberation impacted his physical presence and the quality of his movement. There are also marked metaphysical dimensions to the Buddha’s body, so that its nature transcends the material. Common approaches that take liberation to be a purely psychological transformation thus ignore important aspects of the traditional understanding, which also directs us to think of a plurality of approaches to liberation.
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1. Introduction

What is a body according to the Buddha, and is it related to realization and awakening? How did the early Buddhists understand the Buddha’s body, and how did they conceive of the relation between his body and mind? The more common interpretations of these issues emphasize the mental and psychological aspects of liberation, so that the body is not deemed essential to awakening and is considered tangential at best.1 The body, as the Buddha may repeat in different contexts, is to be discarded, as are the other senses, so that the Buddhist transformation is mainly one of the mind or of consciousness.2 Liberation can even be understood as a complete transcendence of the bodily and the mental, of every experience that has any formal aspect, so that what remains is completely abstract, purified to the extreme, beyond the realms of language.3 Possibly, such an experience may relate to a deep, comprehensive meditative state, or to a discovery of the lustrous nature of consciousness.4 Yet it is rare to find an interpretation of enlightenment that highlights

---

1 That this approach continues to be influential, beyond many of the classic studies referred to below, can be seen is such studies as Anālayo (2012, p. 307), who emphasizes “liberation of mind and liberation by wisdom”; see also in the recent, in-depth study of jhūna by Arbel (2017).

2 As in SN IV.15 (Discourse #24): “I will teach you a truth for the abandoning of everything… The eye should be abandoned… The ear… The body should be abandoned, bodily sensations should be abandoned, body-consciousness should be abandoned, body contact [the meeting of the body, the sensation and the consciousness] should be abandoned, feelings that arise dependent on body contact, whether pleasant, painful or neither pleasant nor painful, should be abandoned. sa-upādī-sesa/nir-upādī-sesa (no. 111), at MN III.27–28, and the discussion of nirodha in Harvey (1995, chp. 11). For an interpretation that emphasizes luminosity, see the concluding verses of the Kevaddha-sutta (DN 11, I.223), or the verses in Udāna 8.1 or 8.3, as well as the Discussion in Harvey (1995, chp. 12).

3 As for example in the Āgīvavacchagutta-sutta of the Majjhima Nikāya (MN), in which the Buddha describes his liberation as being completely freed of the five aggregates, so that it cannot be said whether after his death he will be reborn, not-reborn, both or neither. He then offers the simile of the fire, which after being extinguished cannot be said to have gone in any of the four cardinal directions. This presentation also relates to the classic formulation that distinguishes between nibbāna with or without remainder (sa-upādī-sesa/nir-upādī-sesa), that is with or without the presence of the aggregates, as discussed by Harvey (1995, chp. 11).

4 As in the deep meditative state of satiñā-vedayita-nirodha (“cessation of perception and feeling”), or in one of the four “formless attainments”, arūpya-samāpatti, that lead to it. See the description of these states in, e.g., the MN’s Anupada-sutta (no. 111), at MN III.27–28, and the discussion of nirodha in Harvey (1995, chp. 11).
The paradigmatic formulation here is de La Vallée Poussin (1937); see further Schmithausen (1981); Gombrich (1996, chp. 4). For plurality of liberations, see further Ben-David (2017); Shulman (2017a).

Rather than trying to solve the debate on the nature of liberation, or to define a clear historical development of a Buddhist history of ideas, we are better off to acknowledge plurality and complexity and to grow suspicious of our assumption that liberation must have one face. With this we should forsake the impulse to reduce the practices of the tradition to one strict model. The Nikāyas can be rather seen as a map, or a set of maps, that can take one to different peaks, at each of which we may find a textured liberation, one that has a particular color and feel, and that manifests in the body in its own unique way. With this approach, we may find the corporeal sides of liberation more integral, or at least more relevant to understanding certain types of liberation.

While this study adopts a different approach than many of the studies that discuss the place of the body in Buddhism, which often concentrate on questions of gender and sexuality, it shares their historical and conceptual understanding of complexity as a key feature in the life of the tradition. As discussed in a wide range of illuminating analyses, including Sponberg (1992); Gross (1993); Gyatso (2005); Wilson (2012); Salgado (2013); Collett (2014); Cabezón (2017); Langenberg (2017, 2018); and Gummer (2020), the Buddhist tradition, including its textual tradition, harbors a rich array of attitudes and positions in relation to the body, its significance, and its role in Buddhist practice and life. This

5 An apt example for the present case comes from Rita Gross’s classic Buddhism after Patriarchy (Gross 1993, pp. 159–60): “Egolessness is not a nihilistic condition nor the attainment of non-existence, as opposed to existence. It is not a vacuous state of non-perception and non-thinking . . . An egoless person is quite the opposite of a zombie. Rather, she is cheerful, calm, humorous, compassionate, empowered, and energized because she has dropped the burden of ego. She has found a sane, healthy, and mature way of being free within the world” (emphasis in the original). While I find much to commend in Gross’s study, including in her historical approach to early Buddhism (chp. 4), this perception of liberation overly simplifies the picture.

6 See notes 1–3 above.

7 As discussed in the Mahāvedalla-sutta (MN I.296–298).

8 As at DN II.70–71 and II.111–112.

9 E.g., MN III.77.20.

10 The paradigmatic formulation here is de La Vallée Poussin (1937); see further Schmithausen (1981); Gombrich (1996, chp. 4). For plurality of liberations, see further Ben-David (2017); Shulman (2017a).

11 Such an approach characterizes classic studies such as Bronkhorst (1993); Vetter (1988), and most distinctively Schmithausen (1981).

12 I refer mainly to Collett’s own introduction and chapter 3, yet most of the other articles in the volume contribute to this discourse.
diversity speaks of multivalence and tolerance at the intersection between ideology and practice, and makes room for personal experimentation and creative self-reflection in the development of Buddhist self-identity. These grounded approaches can be meaningfully distinguished from the main mood of normative texts, which inclines toward an ideology and a vision of practice that is oriented toward masculine dominance and that often takes an ambivalent, if not starkly negative, view of the body. Siding with these studies in seeing the body as an integral part of the life of tradition on the ground, and adopting the theoretical opportunity they afford for appreciating plurality and complexity, this study aims to unearth the positive role attributed to the body in seminal contexts of the Buddhist path to liberation, including with respect to liberation itself.

In what follows I will analyze depictions of the Buddha’s body, alongside formulations on advanced stages of meditative practice, in the early discourses of the Pali Tipitaka, striving to theorize the significance of the body for the early Buddhist tradition. My position will be that there are, or at least that there can be and that there is strong evidence for, distinct somatic aspects to the early Buddhist notion of liberation, which attribute an ideal body to the Buddha that is almost unrelated to his sexual and gendered, male existence. In doing so, my approach will be markedly distinguished from what I take to be the two most significant assessments of the nature of the Buddha’s body that have been produced in scholarship on the early tradition, those of Michael Radich and John Powers.

Radich, in his extensive and rich 2007 dissertation on “The Somatics of Liberation,” offers a discussion that is evidently relevant to our theme. For him, there has to be a corporeal dimension to liberation, which should not be understood “as a purely gnostic, cognitive, or ‘spiritual’ matter. Rather, this religious goal must logically entail some somatic dimension,” which is required given “the transcendence of all suffering and therefore all species of conditionality and limitation that give rise to suffering.” Nevertheless, for Radich, the relation to the body in early Buddhism is “overwhelmingly negative,” while all talk about the body in the early tradition sees it as “a bad thing” (p. 19), so that the somatic ideal of early Buddhism is one of disembodiment. According to Radich, the positive ideal of embodiment matured only in the Mahayana, while steps toward this achievement were taken within the early tradition, mainly through the idea of the “mind-made body” (manomaya-kaya) and through the doctrine of the 32 marks of a great man. In relation to Radich’s position, my argument is quite simple—there is clear evidence for a positive ideal of the body in early Buddhism, and indeed that—as Radich himself suggested in such a compelling manner—there is a somatic dimension to liberation throughout Buddhism, although this approach probably had to contend with other, conflicting approaches that denied the body. I thus side with Radich’s emphasis on “the somatics of liberation,” but push the positive view of embodiment that Radich attributes only to the Mahayana back to the days of early Buddhism as well.

John Powers, in his influential Bull of a Man: Images of Masculinity, Sex and the Body in Indian Buddhism, offers a rich analysis of the Buddha’s body throughout Indian Buddhism, which highlights the bodily aspects of the Buddha’s perfection and stresses the importance of “the physical displays of his awakening” (p. 21). While Powers makes it natural to inquire into the embodied dimensions of awakening, his own efforts are directed mainly to depicting the Buddha as “the ultimate man” and as “a paragon of masculinity”, whose qualities include “his extraordinarily beautiful body, his superhuman virility and physical strength, his skill in martial arts, and the effect he has on women who see him” (p. 1). While there is much to commend in Powers’ study, and he is surely aware that the ideals of bodily perfection that influenced Buddhist India are different than ones that dominate the modern West, this portrayal of the Buddha does not, in my reading, have a real grounding in Sutta

13 Radich (2007, pp. 17–18). In the present context I offer only a short summary of Radich’s expansive, complex, and quite fascinating discussion, focusing only on his arguments about early Buddhism . . . I also make no claim regarding the argument that is central to his thesis that there is no real evidence for origins of the concept of the dharmakaya in early Buddhism, and suspect that he is correct.
literature in Pāli. In this textual corpus, the Buddha is seen as an ideal human being, but it highly questionable if this includes being an “ideal male” (p. 20). Such conceptions fit, perhaps, the Sanskritic sources that Powers relies on most heavily—the Lalitavistara, Buddhacaritaṃ, and the Mahāvastu (which is partially in Sanskrit), and can connect with later Pāli materials from Buddhaghosa and the commentaries. For the Pāli Suttas, however, the Buddha’s bodily perfection is subtler and remains almost asexual. As Powers argues, his performance manifests in his body in evident ways, most distinguishably through the doctrine of the 32 marks of a great man (see below). There is, however, little evidence that it refers to masculinity: all audiences are impressed by his presence, which appears to be evident in the very way the Buddha carries himself, yet this applies at least as much to men, his main audiences, as it does to women; if he has any special physical strengths, these result from his unique understanding, which penetrates the secrets of nature and thereby controls nature. While I make no attempt to cater to the Buddhist modernist sentiment that may deny the sexual aspects of the Buddha, the Buddha of the Nikāyas does—as a literary figure—seem to display no interest in sex and his bodily perfection does not relate to his masculinity.

2. The Buddha’s Perfect Body

One way to approach these issues is to examine the manner in which the authors of the early Suttas related to the body of the Buddha. See the following passage from the Majjhima Nikāya’s (MN) Brahmāyu-sutta (“Discourse with Brahmāyu”, no. 91). Here, Uttara, the chosen student of the prominent, aged Brahmāyu, describes the manner in which the Buddha carries his body:

When he walks, the honorable Gotama steps with his right foot first; he does not raise his foot too far and does not place it too near; he does not walk too fast or too slowly; he walks without knocking his knees against each other or knocking his ankles against each other. When he walks, he does not turn his thighs up or down, or twist them this way or that. When he walks, he instigates movement only with the lower part of his body. He walks without exerting any bodily force. This is a rare and inspiring description of the Buddha’s gait, which attests to the evident bodily aspects of his liberation. Regular people like us may at times begin to walk with our left foot, yet for the Buddha this is both practically and metaphysically impossible, as he will always begin his movement with his right foot. As the commentary says, “this is a perpetual miracle” (satatapāṭihāriyaṃ etan). While this element seems more metaphysically oriented, what follows is more grounded, and we are told that the Buddha walks in complete equilibrium and precision, raising and placing his feet in a manner that maintains balance and composure, and doing so naturally and effortlessly. He also walks at a convenient pace, which maintains a sense of well-being and ease. Most impressively, “he instigates movement only with the lower part of his body, without exerting any bodily force.

This is a rare and inspiring description of the Buddha’s gait, which attests to the evident bodily aspects of his liberation. Regular people like us may at times begin to walk with our left foot, yet for the Buddha this is both practically and metaphysically impossible, as he will always begin his movement with his right foot. As the commentary says, “this is a perpetual miracle” (satatapāṭihāriyaṃ etan). While this element seems more metaphysically oriented, what follows is more grounded, and we are told that the Buddha walks in complete equilibrium and precision, raising and placing his feet in a manner that maintains balance and composure, and doing so naturally and effortlessly. He also walks at a convenient pace, which maintains a sense of well-being and ease. Most impressively, “he instigates movement only with the lower part of his body, without exerting any bodily force.

---

14 Issues of comparison with other extant versions of the early discourses may reveal interesting insights, but should not be thought to bring us closer to the historical realities of early Buddhism. Each textual tradition offers its own version(s) of discourses, which conform to local tastes and standards. Thus, we could read Chinese versions of Suttas in order to understand ideals of masculinity in early Chinese Buddhism, not in order to return to the days in which the texts were composed, supposedly before the schisms. See further Shulman (Forthcoming, chp. 1).

15 See for example the manner in which the Buddha enters purībhajaka-assemblies is texts such as the Udāmbarka-sutta (DN 25), or the Cūlasakuludāya-sutta (MN 79), or the manner in which he impresses Saccaka the Jain philosopher (see below) in the Cūlasacakka-sutta (MN 35, at MN I.233.35-36) with golden body.

16 See Shulman (2017b).

17 For an interesting demonstration, see the Miśāpūrṇa-sutta (SN IV, no. 63), in which the Buddha defines one who “abhides alone” (ekavihārī), and compares him to one who abides with another (sadutīya-vihārī), that is who has a wife (dutiya). The first does not delight in the senses, so that even if his sits near a village surrounded by a many people, he is considered to be alone. The second delights in the senses so that “for him, desire is a wife; and for it, she has not been abandoned” (SN IV.36.29-30: tanhā hīsa dutīyā, sāsa upatīnā).

18 MN II. 137: gacchanto kho pana so bhavaṃ gotamam dakkhiṇena padaṃ pahamam pakkamatī. so nātīdhrī pādam udāharati, nacchāsane pādam nikkhipati; so nātīdhrī gacchati, nātīsāsane gacchati; na ca adduvana adduvam saṅghāṭento gacchati, na ca gopphakena gopphakam saṅghāṭento gacchati. so gacchanto na satthīṁ unāṇīti, na satthīṁ onāṇīti; na satthīṁ sañāṇīti, na satthīṁ viñāṇīti. gaccha[ṇ]to kho pana tassa bhavaṃ adhiyākṣate, na ca kāyabalena gacchati.

---
force," a statement that suggests that he has penetrated some of the secrets of bodily health; he seems to use no unnecessary muscle tension, so that there is no negative influence of his movements on his spine or skeleton, and he maintains perfect balance. This appears as a marked change in his body that is afforded by his liberated consciousness; or, simply, by his liberated body.

See the following description of correct posture, written by Feldenkrais (1985, p. 54), creator of the Feldenkrais method of "awareness through movement":

"the common association of good posture with poise—that is, mental and emotional tranquility—is in fact an excellent criterion of good posture. Neither excessive muscular tension nor emotional intensity is compatible with good posture. Good posture means acting fast without a hurry; hurry means generally heightened activity that results not in faster action, but only in increased muscular contraction. Good posture means using all the power one possesses without enacting any parasitic movements."

Without laboring the comparison too much—the theoretical contexts of early Buddhism and the Feldenkrais method are far from each other—Feldenkrais makes a connection between a calm and healthy mental state and the way one carries one’s body. Using one’s body in a healthy way implies balanced pace, focused action, and adequate muscle tone. Later on, Feldenkrais discusses the manner in which anxiety affects breathing, how emotion impacts muscle tone, and how tensions express themselves in different types of stiffness and muscle contractions. His understanding of the body and its relation to mental health helps us see that the authors of the Brahmīyūsutta are telling us something about the nature of the Buddha’s liberation through this description of his body—his calm and tranquil body is an attainment in itself, which also attests to his perfect mental equilibrium.

This description continues with a characterization of other aspects of the Buddha’s use of the body, including the way he looks, sits, eats, teaches and wears his robes. I quote parts of this long, remarkable section in order to demonstrate the care in which the Buddha’s bodily comportment was described. This description is part of the effort to visualize the Buddha and contemplate his figure in as compelling a way as possible, an act of Buddha-anusmṛti. Although it also relates to mental aspects of his being, the focus is on the body, while the details reflect genuine care for what would constitute an awakened bodily being:

When the honorable Gotama looks, he does so with his whole body; he does not look up or down; he does not walk looking about, and keeps his gaze a plow-length ahead. Beyond that he has unveiled knowledge and vision.

When he enters a house, he does not bend his body up or down, or twist it this way or that; he does not turn too near or too far from his seat; he does not sit while leaning his hands on his seat, and he does not throw his body down on the seat.

Sitting indoors, the recluse does not toy with his hands or feet; he does not sit placing one knee upon the other, nor does he place one ankle on the other. He does not sit leaning his jaw on his hand. When seated indoors, the recluse is not afraid; he does not shake, tremble or worry. He has no fear, no shake or tremble, no worry, because he has lost all anxiety. The honorable Gotama sits indoors composed in seclusion.

When he takes water for his bowl, he does not raise or lower the bowl, nor does he bend or twist it. He does not take too much or too little water for the bowl.

---

19 See especially Chapters 8 and 12.
20 Apaloketi. This refers to a special look that the Buddha uses, as he did when he gave Vesāli its last glance in the Mahāparinibbāna-sutta (DN II.122). The commentary there refers to this as a "Nāga glance", which is a turning of the whole body that is afforded by the Buddha’s unique physiognomy, in which the bones (of the spine) seem not to touch each other.
He does not splash when he rinses the bowl; he does not turn it over and over; he does not place it on the floor to wash his hands, but as he washes his hands he washes the bowl, and as he washes the bowl he washes his hands; he throws out the water neither to far or to near from his seat, and he does not scatter it about.\textsuperscript{21}

This description continues for some time, paying particular attention to the manner in which the Buddha eats. We learn that there is a perfect correspondence between the Buddha’s calm body and his tranquil mind. He acts in complete mindfulness—he does not fidget with any part of his body; even his gaze is absolutely relaxed; he seems to move in utter harmony and precision, with no excessive effort. Most impressive is perhaps the statements regarding the ease with which he carries the weight of his body—he does not lean on his hands while sitting, nor rest his jaw on his hand; when he sits down, he does not drop his body and throw himself on the seat, but seems to gently and mindfully bring down the weight of the body to the seat, never losing control. These descriptions express an advanced bodily awareness.\textsuperscript{22}

For the authors of the \textit{Brahmāyu}, the Buddha’s awakening manifests in important ways in his body. His movement is characterized by freedom, softness and grace, so that his philosophy receives somatic expression. While this description of the Buddha’s body should not be taken as an official doctrinal position of the tradition, it reflects an intuition that was important to certain Buddhists. We now move to examine the role of the body in advanced meditation, which will allow us to consider the somatics of enlightenment more carefully.

3. The Body in Advanced Meditation

The emphasis on the Buddha’s bodily perfection we encountered fits the conception of advanced practice in meditation in many of the early Suttas. It is clear that the moral dimension of practice, which characterizes the earlier stages of the Buddhist path, has a strong bodily component in its effort to alter the dynamics of desire and to overcome passion.\textsuperscript{23} The monk\textsuperscript{24} must control his eating, passions, and behavior, so that he is distinguished by the collected way with which he uses his body. According to classic presentations of the path, such as the outline of the gradual practice presented in the \textit{Sāmaññaphala-sutta} that is repeated in the next 11 discourses in the first section of recitation of the \textit{Dīgha Nikāya} (DN), the Chapter on Morality (Silakkhandhavagga, SKV), this moral training is meant to prepare the Buddhist practitioner for advanced meditation, crowned by the attainment of the four \textit{jhānas} that lead to awakening. As our analysis in this section will reveal, such advanced meditative states, in which liberation is said to occur or which

\textsuperscript{21} MN II.137–138: \textit{gacchanto kha pana so bhavam gotamo dakkhinyeneva pādāna pathamany pakkanati. so nātiśāru pādāna udharāti, nāccassane pādāna nikkhipati; so nātiśāpha gacchanti, nātisanidhānā gacchanti; na ca addusena adducaṃ saṅghaṭṭento gacchanti, na ca gopphaśaka goppahāṃ saṅghaṭṭento gacchanti. so gacchanto na satthān uṇāṇe, na satthān onāṇe; na satthān sammāṇe, na satthān vināṇe. gacchanto kha pana so bhuvam gotamo sabbhadāyaṃcena apaloketi; so na uttama uḷoke, na adhi oloke; na ca veppkhamā no gacchanti, yugamintis ca pakkhati; tato cessa uttāni anuttānāṃ rāddassanāṃ bhavati. so antaraghara pārisanto na kāyam uṇāṇe, na kāyam onāṇe; na kāyam sammāṇe, na kāyam vināṇe. so nātiśādu nāccassane ṣanassane pārīvatati, na ca paṭisu alambitā ṣāne nissi, na ca ṣānassanāṃ kāyam pakkhihipati, so antaraghare nissamā samāno na hattakukkaccaṃ apūjati, na pādakkukcāṃ apūjati; na addusena adducaṃ ṛopeto nissi; na ca gopphaśaka goppahāṃ ṛopeto nissi; na ca pānāna haukam apādyitā nissi; so antaraghare nissami samāno na cāhantē na kamponi ca vedi tānā ca parāsāti. so cāhantē akampi aśaṃti aparirottā sāvittalūpapāto. vivekattato ca so bhavam gotama antaraghare nissano hoti.. so pattadakāṃ patīgghananto na pātāna uṇāṇe, na pātāna onāṇe; na pātāna sammāṇe, na pātāna vināṇe. so pattadakāṃ patīgghananto, nātiśāhikāṃ nātiśāhikāṃ pakkhihipati, so pattadakāṃ ca hattakukkaccaṃ ṛopeto hattakukkaccaṃ apūjati, na pādakkukkaccaṃ apūjati. so pattadakāṃ patīgghananto, na pātāna uṇāṇe, na pātāna onāṇe; na pātāna sammāṇe, na pātāna vināṇe. so pattadakāṃ patīgghananto, nātiśāhikāṃ nātiśāhikāṃ pakkhihipati, so pattadakāṃ ca hattakukkaccaṃ ṛopeto hattakukkaccaṃ apūjati, na pādakkukkaccaṃ apūjati. so pattadakāṃ patīgghananto, nātiśāhikāṃ nātiśāhikāṃ pakkhihipati, so pattadakāṃ ca hattakukkaccaṃ ṛopeto hattakukkaccaṃ apūjati, na pādakkukkaccaṃ apūjati. so pattadakāṃ patīgghananto, nātiśāhikāṃ nātiśāhikāṃ pakkhihipati, so pattadakāṃ ca hattakukkaccaṃ ṛopeto hattakukkaccaṃ apūjati, na pādakkukkaccaṃ apūjati. so pattadakāṃ patīgghananto, nātiśāhikāṃ nātiśāhikāṃ pakkhihipati, so pattadakāṃ ca hattakukkaccaṃ ṛopeto hattakukkaccaṃ apūjati, na pādakkukkaccaṃ apūjati. so pattadakāṃ patīgghananto, nātiśāhikāṃ nātiśāhikāṃ pakkhihipati, so pattadakāṃ ca hattakukkaccaṃ ṛopeto hattakukkaccaṃ apūjati, na pādakkukkaccaṃ apūjati.

\textsuperscript{22} Powers (2009) discusses the \textit{Brahmāyu} shortly, referring mainly to Brahmāyu’s conversion experience following his encounter with the Buddha, which relies on the search for the marks of a great man (p. 15). Power does not discuss at length the more subtle passage we read above (see the short reference on p. 16). Notice the mistake he makes in note 87 on page 256, in which he confuses between the figures of the Bhumīn teacher Brahmāyu and his student UTTARA. The more elusive suggestions in relation to the underlying sexual allusions in the \textit{Brahmāyu}, raised by Gummer (2020) are more compelling.

\textsuperscript{23} For an enlightening discussion of the relation between the body and morality in Buddhism, see Mrozik (2007, esp. chp. 4).

\textsuperscript{24} I speak here generically about a male practitioner, in accord with the emphasis of the literature, even though this is a normative position that probably does not reflect the state of things on the ground, in which there women who were adepts in meditation as well; See Spornberg (1992) and Gross (1993).
can themselves be seen as a form of liberation,\textsuperscript{25} can have a powerful somatic dimension. This will suggest that the body is not only helpful in generating liberation events, but is a very part of them. Thinking of liberation only in terms of “insight”, as a cognitive, perceptual or even emotional transformation, is misleading. Here, it is important to emphasize that in investigating important statements on the body in advanced meditation, we are not searching for a comprehensive account of the tradition, as if there is just one path to one liberation. Rather, we will be reflecting on a number of representative accounts that reveal intuitions about the body that were active among early Buddhist meditators and theoreticians. Most of the materials I will introduce will be familiar to the specialist, while the textual excerpts are meant to allow a close reading that is sensitive to statements on the body that are too easily overlooked.

Our main textual example comes from the \textit{Kāya-gatā-sattī-sutta} (KGSS), “The Discourse on Mindfulness Directed to the Body” (MN 119). This text is intimately related to a group of discourses that present early Buddhist practices of mindfulness (\textit{sati}), including the seminal \textit{Sati-paṭṭhāna-sutta} (“The Discourse on the establishing of Mindfulness”, MN 10) and its DN parallel and elaboration in the \textit{Mahā-sati-paṭṭhāna-sutta} (“The Great Discourse on the Establishing of Mindfulness”, DN 22),\textsuperscript{26} as well as the well-known \textit{Ānāpāna-sati-sutta} (“Mindfulness of Breathing”, MN 118) and the “Collection on Mindfulness” in the \textit{Sati-paṭṭhāna-samysutta}.\textsuperscript{27} Each one of these texts has its own emphases, which intersect with maps of advanced practice and liberation that are found in other texts,\textsuperscript{28} but we naturally focus on a discourse in which the discussion of the body is prominent.

After a formulized opening that marks the text as one of particular importance,\textsuperscript{29} the Buddha proceeds to instruct the monks about “mindfulness directed toward the body”, asking how it can “be developed, made familiar, of great fruit and benefit”?\textsuperscript{30} He will then answer by describing how “a monk who has gone to the forest or to the root of a tree sits having crossed his legs, placed his body erect, and positioned his mindfulness in front of him.”\textsuperscript{31} With this we already sense the concrete, embodied dimension of the instruction, which is shared by the different discourses in the mindfulness cycle.\textsuperscript{32} The Buddha now repeats the well-known list of six practices that relate to mindfulness directed at the body from the \textit{Sati-paṭṭhāna-sutta}, including mindfulness of breathing, the mindfulness of bodily positions and actions, the observation of bodily organs, the analysis of the body according to the four elements, and the set of charnel ground meditations. All these are deeply embodied practices that rely on the observation of the body in the effort of perceiving its impermanent nature and creating a sincere attitude of dispassion. While the focus in these

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext{25}{Vetter (1988) and Bronkhorst (2009) are among the scholars who see liberation as the attainment of such a meditative state, so that descriptions of liberation as including a cognitive or philosophical dimension were later developments. Arbel’s (2017) more recent study also takes a related approach.}
\footnotetext{26}{See analysis of these texts in Kuan (2008); Shulman (2014, chp. 3).}
\footnotetext{27}{This is the third chapter of the fifth book of the SN, “The Great Book” (Mahā-vagga). Supposedly, this collection and others of its sort collect relatively short statements on mindfulness, which purport to have been uttered by the Buddha. More realistically, these are legitimate elaborations on the theme of mindfulness according relevant formulas. I intend to discuss this theme in future publications.}
\footnotetext{28}{A prominent example would be the practice of \textit{īṭhā}, or the analysis according to the perspectives of non-self in relation to the aggregates, both prevalent themes in the literature; the first forms a central part of the KGSS, while analysis of the aggregates is alluded to in the \textit{Sati-paṭṭhāna-sutta} (but not in its Chinese parallels).}
\footnotetext{29}{Nikāya discourses have their subtle literary strategies to mark texts and themes as valuable; here, the Buddha interrupts a group of monks in their discussion after knowing of it through his supernatural hearing powers, as happens in such seminal texts as the \textit{Ariyapariyesanā-sutta} (MN 26) or the \textit{Mahāpadāna-sutta} (DN 14). See also the, Mahāyāna-like opening of the \textit{Ānāpāna-sati-sutta} (MN 118), placed immediately before the KGSS and impacting its reading, in which the Buddha teaches a large, magnificent assembly on the night of the full moon. More generally, the last section of recitation in the MN, which includes its final 52 discourses, contains many discourses that can be seen as relatively late and mature formulations on meditation; see also MN 121 and 122.}
\footnotetext{30}{MN III.89.8: \textit{kathāṃ bhūvītā ca bhikkhave kāyagatā sati kathaṃ balulikatā mahāppahalā hoti mahānissānọ?}}
\footnotetext{31}{MN III.89.10–12.}
\footnotetext{32}{In assessing the early Buddhist textual tradition, I follow the approach developed in Shulman (Forthcoming), which is sensitive to the literary, and more broadly to the creative, nature of the early discourses, so that these texts are no longer understood mainly as attempts to preserve the Buddha’s teachings. Authors and editors were continually composing and reshaping texts, as a legitimate practice within \textit{Buddha-vacana}. In this sense I speak of a “mindfulness cycle” of texts, that is an array of texts that develop resonant themes, but which need not necessarily reduce to a systematic theoretical structure that has backing in the historical teachings of one individual.}
\end{footnotes}
meditations in not on conducting action with the body, they call for an intense observation of the body as a rich point of reference. Here we will not rehearse the details of these practices, which have received much attention already, but concentrate on the context in which they are framed. The powerful impact of the observation of the body is evident in the short, pregnant refrain that concludes each meditation:

For him who abides diligent, ardent and resolute, the thoughts and memories that are based on the household life fade away. After their fading away, his mind settles inwardly, calms down, unifies and concentrates. In this way too, monks, a monk develops mindfulness directed to the body.

For the monk who practices mindfulness of the body and who carefully analyzes his bodily experience, the memories and thoughts that are based on the homelife (gehasita sarasamkappat), that is the patterns of desire in thought and emotion that were developed through one’s earlier experience while living a (more or less) normal life in society, diminish. This dense formulation reveals a deeply transformative process, which occurs in a subjective space that spans both physical and mental aspects. This is also an important development that prepares the monk for advanced meditation, which reflects a deep internalization of the Buddhist moral stance that is a prerequisite for reaching meditative attainments. Indeed, the text now proceeds to describe the attainment of the four jhanas, including them within mindfulness directed to the body. Here, the familiar depiction of the first jhana—“and then, monks, having detached from unwholesome states, a monk attains and abides in the first jhana, which has thought and analysis, which is born of seclusion and is characterized by joy and bliss” is followed by the following statement that highlights the somatic nature of the attainment:

He drenches, suffuses, fills, and pervades this very body (imam eva kaya) with joy and bliss born of seclusion, so that there is nothing in his whole body (sabbavato kaya) that is untouched (apphatam) by joy and bliss born of seclusion.

This jhanic experience is here an evidently corporeal one, whose defining feature is a sense of pleasure that thoroughly suffuses the body. This condensed description is followed by a powerful simile, which bolsters the sense of a profound bodily experience:

Monks, just as a skilled washer or a washer’s apprentice would spread soap-powder on a bronze dish, and sprinkling it more and more with water, mixes it so that [he shapes] a ball of soap filled with moisture (sneha), suffused with moisture, pervaded by moisture inside and outside, without trickling, so [he drenches . . . the body . . . ].

This simile offers a cogent image for the intense bodily experience in the first jhana, likening it to a ball of soap that is thoroughly pervaded by moisture and grease. The text then concludes the portrayal of this meditative state with the same passage with which it describes all practices concerned with mindfulness directed to the body regarding the

---

34 MN III.89.20–24: tassa evam appamattassa atipina pahitattassa viharato ge te gehasita sarasamkappati te pahiyanti, tesa pavahana ajjhatam eva cittaṃ santithi sohisaeditati ekaditoti sanadhati. evam pi bhikkhave bhikkhu kayaṃ kayaṃ kayaṃ sattam bhavati.
35 For sake of clarity, I do not necessarily assume that the events described in the texts took place in the hearts and minds of real meditators; yet I do believe that they reflect practice to some degree, and at least express an idealised vision of it.
36 On the question of the relation between sati and jhana see Kuan (2008, chp. 3), Shulman (2010, 2014, chp. 3.2).
37 See further the corresponding emphases on this passage in Langenberg (2018, p. 7).
39 See further the corresponding emphases on this passage in Langenberg (2018, p. 7).
40 Sneha implies here both moisture and grease.
41 MN III.92.28–32: seyyathapi, bhikkhave, dakkho napakapo vā nahāpakapavaco vā kathāhāla na navaijacaññāti akirivitū uddakena paripūreṇa paripūreṇa paripūreṇa sanacca, sā sama na navaijacaññāti snehahattāt snehahattāt snehahattāt snehahattāt snehahattāt snehahattāt...
fading of memories and thoughts that are related to the homelife.\textsuperscript{42} Indeed, it seems that this fading away intensifies with each meditation.

The descriptions of the next three \textit{jhānas} follow the same pattern. For them too, the experience is described as a profound bodily event in which the whole body is pervaded by a sense of “joy and bliss that is born of concentration” (\textit{samādhi-jena pittisukhena}) in the second \textit{jhāna}, and a “joy that is devoid of bliss” (\textit{nippitikena sukhen}) in the third \textit{jhāna}. The simile that follows then deepens the sense of completeness, depicting the second \textit{jhāna} as a spring that is filled with cool water that arise from within it, and the third \textit{jhāna} to lotuses that are fully submerged within water; again, the care with which these images are presented seems to reflect a powerful bodily experience.\textsuperscript{43} The description of the fourth \textit{jhāna} is particularly interesting, where the common presentation of the \textit{jhāna} itself is followed by the statement that—“He sits pervading this very body with a purified, cleansed mind, so that there is nothing in his whole body that is untouched by his purified, cleansed mind.”\textsuperscript{44} The image that follows is of a man who is completely covered by a white cloth, followed again by the refrain regarding the fading away of the cognitive patterns of the household life. This last statement demonstrates the intimate relation between body and mind\textsuperscript{45} in this deep meditative state—this is not just a purified consciousness, but a thoroughly cleansed consciousness \textit{in a body}, which itself is thoroughly perceived and experienced by the practitioner. We will return to this issue regarding the relation between body and mind below:

It is important to emphasize that the bodily emphasis in the experience of \textit{jhāna}, the paradigmatic states of advanced meditation in early Buddhism,\textsuperscript{46} is not an idiosyncratic contribution of the KGSS. Rather, it appears in numerous texts, and most significantly in the long formula on the gradual path that forms the doctrinal core of the discourses of the SKV.\textsuperscript{47} This is therefore a seminal doctrinal formulation, which is reproduced in the KGSS since it fits its emphasis on the body. All these texts interpret \textit{jhāna} as powerfully connected to the body.

Rupert Gethin ([1992] 2001, chp. 5, esp. pp. 170–71) has emphasized the complementary of the scheme of the path to liberation in the SKV with the description of the 7 \textit{bojjhānīgas}, the “limbs of enlightenment.”\textsuperscript{48} This doctrine offers a corresponding depiction, or theorization, of \textit{jhānic} experience, employing a list of seven stages or events that progress along the meditative path, beginning with \textit{sati} (“mindfulness”), proceeding though “analysis of dhammas” (\textit{dhamma-vicaya}), “energy” (\textit{vīrīya}), bliss (\textit{pīti}), and tranquility (\textit{passaddhi}), and culminating with \textit{samādhi} (“concentration”) and “equanimity” (\textit{upekkhā}). While it is questionable whether this doctrine should be interpreted as completely equal to the elaborate depiction of the gradual path in the SKV—specifically, there is no clear counterparts in the SKV version to the second limb of \textit{dhamma-vicaya}, the third limb of \textit{vīrīya}, and the fifth limb of \textit{passaddhi}—or whether this is a competing theory of the entrance to \textit{jhāna}, there

\textsuperscript{42} It is interesting to note in this respect the focus made by Cabezón (2017, pp. 223–26) on the \textit{jhānas} being beyond sexual desire.

\textsuperscript{43} On paying attention to similes, see Marino (2015).

\textsuperscript{44} MN III.92.12–15: \textit{so imam eva kāyāṃ parissudhena cetasā pariyođdhatena phārītva nisinnu hoti, nāssa kīṭiṃ sabbātato kāyassa parissudhānacetasā pariyođdhatena apphūtanahotī.}

\textsuperscript{45} Here is a place where issues of terminology and translation become particularly vexing. It is far from certain that there is a good correspondence between the modern \textit{mind} and the Pāli \textit{manas}, or between \textit{consciousness} and \textit{citta}, while the Indic traditions have a much broader set of concepts to describe these terms, including most prominently (in Pāli) \textit{vīhāra}, together with a set of terms form attention and awareness, such as \textit{sati} and \textit{sampajñā}, and yet more for knowledge and understanding, including \textit{ñāna}, \textit{vijjā}, \textit{abhiññā}, \textit{parīñña}, \textit{āthā}. I use these terms with no theoretical precision here, and look forward to a study that will offer a sober consideration of their meanings, which seem to shift between contexts. Notice that \textit{mind}, \textit{manas}, is commonly counted as one of the six senses.

\textsuperscript{46} See classically in Bronkhorst (1993).

\textsuperscript{47} MN III.92.12–15: see Marino (2015).

\textsuperscript{48} See also Shulman (2017). This formula is reproduced in a slightly shortened version in a number of MN discourses, which perhaps due to the effort to shorten the text, do not include the similes and the reference to the body. These parts of the formulas do appear in two more MN texts aside from the KGSS, the \textit{Mahāsāsāpā-sutta} (MN 39) and the \textit{Mahāsakuludāyī-sutta} (MN 77), as well as in the \textit{Avīottsānāni-kāya’s Pāṭcāṅgiṣa-sutta} (V.28). Notice that classical presentations of the Buddha’s awakening in the MN as the \textit{Bhāgavatara-sutta} (MN 4) and the \textit{Mahāsaccaka-sutta} (MN 36, discussed in the next section), do not include the reference to the body and keep the shorter version. This could be seen as a different interpretation of \textit{jhāna}, but could also relate to textual considerations such as length of texts and issues of orality.

\textsuperscript{49} See Abel (2017, chp. 4).
is a remarkable correspondence between the approach of the KGSS and the theory of the seven limbs. In the latter, the creation of a rich samādhi experience that generates a sense of equanimity (upekkhā), the sixth and seventh limbs, follows a contemplative process that begins with sati, the first limb, and moves through experiences of bliss (pīti), the fourth limb, and of joy (sukha); all these terms are central to the common conceptualizations of jhāna. Interestingly, in the scheme of the seven limbs of enlightenment, joy is achieved through the practice of tranquility (passaddhā), which is explicitly said to include both a mental and a bodily aspect, while joy itself allows the mind to concentrate in samādhi.49

Thus, in this independent conceptualization of jhānic experience, we discover again an important emphasis on bodily experience. Notice that in the classic, parallel account in the MN, the idea that “the body is tranquil, calm” (passaddho kāyo astraddho) is expressed as part of the description that marks the readiness of the practitioner to enter jhāna.50

Beyond this emphasis on the body in the theorization of the four jhānas and of jhānic experience more broadly, we should also note that at least some authors or practitioners saw the body as related to the attainment of the following four “formless attainments.” In a recurrent formula we find a meditator who “abides having touched those quiet deliverances that are formless, having surpassed form, with his body.”51 Perhaps this passage should be understood along the lines of de La Vallée Poussin’s (1937) famous analysis, who sees them as “mystical”, so that practitioners may “touch nirvāṇa with their body,” distinguishing between them and more “intellectual” approaches. In the context of our discussion, these accomplishments clearly seem to be embodied, tangible, and concrete.52

We have seen so far that for the KGSS, together with other important textual sources, states of advanced meditation are presented as containing a powerful somatic dimension. Yet although these states are clearly connected to normative visions of liberation, liberation itself is often thought to require the more cognitive focus of insight or wisdom (vipassana, paññā, ñāna, viджi, etc.). The continuation of the discourse works in this direction by highlighting the positive impact that developing mindfulness of the body can have on establishing wisdom and understanding within one’s consciousness. The text follows the description of the four jhānas with a statement on how “anyone for whom mindfulness directed to the body is developed and expanded, for him (will appear) any inward (anuttadā) positive states (kusalā dhammā) that are related to knowledge (vijjā-bhāgīgā)”,53 likening this situation to rivers that are subsumed within the ocean. The discourse now brings in a number of similes to state that Mara will find no opportunity to confront whomever has developed mindfulness directed to the body. It then expresses the mental freedom and control that such a practitioner would enjoy, by explaining how he can “direct the mind to any state that is to be realized by direct understanding, and achieves there the full capacity for witnessing.”54 Continuing its penchant for rich similes, the text suggests

49 See for instance in the Kāya-sutta, the second discourse of the Bojjhanga-samyutta (SN V.64), which states, “And what, monks, is the nutriment for the arising of the un-arisen tranquility limb of enlightenment, or for the development and fulfillment of the tranquility limb of enlightenment? There is, monks, tranquility of body and the tranquility of mind . . .” (SN V.66.22–24: ko ca, bhikkhave, ahāro anuppannassa vā passaddhisambojhānagassa uppādaya, uppannassa vā passaddhisambojhānagassa bhūvanaya pātipāriya aththi, bhikkhave, kāyapassaddhi, cittapassaddhi; for the discussion of the significance of the notion of “nutriment (ahāra) in the scheme of the bojjhāgas, see Gethin ([1992] 2001, pp. 175–77). The following Sāla-sutta says a little bit more.” “The body of one who is filled with bliss (pīti) tranquilizes, and his mind tranquilizes as well” (SN V.27–28: pītanissassa kāyopi passambhāti, cittampi passambhāti). After explaining that this relates to the arising of the limb of enlightenment of tranquility, the text concludes that “for the joyful one whose body is tranquil, the mind enters concentration” (SN V.69.1–2: passaddhakāyassa sukho cittam samādiyatati). Notice that the PTS edition opts here for a variant reading—passaddhakāyassa sukho cittam hoti. sukho cittam samādiyatati—that suggests that there were different understandings of this process within the tradition.

50 E.g., MN I.21.33.

51 E.g., MN I.33.34–35, or 479.5–6: ye te santā vinikkhā atikammā rāpe āruppā ten a kāyena phussitvā viharati.

52 See also the interesting passage from the Indriya-samyutta of the SN (V.230.18–19), which defines the practitioner who has gone beyond training (asekhā) as one who in relation to the full capacity of the five faculties (indriya) “abides having touched them with the body and see having penetrated them with wisdom (kāyena ca phussitvā viharati pariññāya ca ativiṣṭā passati).

53 The best reading for this term is the parallel one, also included by the commentators, of antagatā.

54 MN III.92.22–23: yassa kassaci bhikkhavā kāyagatā sati bhāvitā bahūlakatā antagadā tassa kusalā dhamma ye keci vijñāyāgīyā

55 The full quote of this enigmatic passage reads—MN III.96.16–19: yassa kassaci bhikkhavā kāyagatā sati bhāvitā bahūlakatā so yassa yassa abhiññā- sacchakārasyassa dhammasa cittam abhinivinnettī abhiññāsacchikirtayya tatra tatra eva sakkhīva ratām pāpunāti sati sati-tyātane.
that this freedom is equal to the ability of a strong man to spill water from a pitcher that is full to the brim by tilting it in any direction, or to the power of a capable driver to direct an excellent carriage led by quality horses on flat land, and to turn it in different directions. The discourse concludes by listing the ten benefits that a monk who has well-developed mindfulness of the body may be expected to reap, beginning with overcoming different sorts of discomfort and fear, moving through an ability to easily cruise the jhānas as he wills and to develop supernatural powers, and reaching the achievement of the defining liberating understandings regarding the knowledge of former births, of other peoples’ karma, and of the destruction of the inflows. Again, it seems clear that for the authors of the KGSS, liberation is not from bodily experience, but relates rather to a certain way of being in the body.

4. Body and Mind

My argument so far has been that at least for important strands of the early Buddhists textual tradition, liberation was thought to take place in the body, and that such a profound experience had a clear somatic dimension. Given the variegated quality of liberation—perhaps we should simply move to speaking of liberations in the plural—we do not need to identify a universal principle at work here regarding the bodily dimensions of awakening: how should we, for example, understand the ubiquitous formula that marks liberation, in which a monk knows (pājanāti), or has realized (abhaññāsi) “birth is exhausted; the holy life has been lived; what needs to be done has been done; there is no further being in this state here”\(^\text{56}\), or the complementary formula—“my liberation is unshaken; this is my last birth; there is no more return here”?\(^\text{57}\) These are carefully phrased statements regarding the quitting of rebirth, anotion that denies any element in reality, not just the body, so that the transcendence it speaks of is not only of the material. Or, how should we relate to passages that speak of liberation as a distinct meditative state?\(^\text{58}\) Here the bodily aspect of the experience seems integral, even if it is not the focus of the event, which may be noetic. It is not only that the idea of liberation is polyvalent, but that the discussion of the body itself moves between opposite poles of disgust and glorification, the latter referring mainly to the body of the Buddha or of certain monks.\(^\text{59}\) Rather than trying to reach a final verdict on the role of the body in liberation, it is enough for us to observe that at least in some cases, the experiences of advanced practice—as close to ‘liberation’ as we will attempt—can include an evidently somatic component. Here we spoke mainly of texts from the mindfulness cycle, as well as seminal conceptualizations of jhāna.

One important question that comes up through this reflection concerns the relation between body and mind. In the description of the fourth jhāna in the KGSS, it was suggested that the practitioner’s whole body becomes thoroughly pervaded by a comprehensively clarified mind or consciousness. This statement lends itself at the very same time to a dualistic interpretation that would emphasize the clear distinction between body and mind as two discrete entities, or to a lighter interpretation of the difference that would see them as aspects of each other.\(^\text{60}\) Did the early Buddhists take body and mind to be two fully distinct phenomenological or ontological entities, or were they perhaps more closely aligned? Could it be true that for this tradition, an achievement of the mind would naturally have a bodily correlate? Given that early Buddhist philosophy is taken to be mainly a philosophy of experience,\(^\text{61}\) we may consider approaching this question from a phenomenological perspective of the type articulated by Merleau-Ponty (1962), and to suggest that the body offers grounding for an experience from which the perspectives of the

\(^{56}\) khīnā jāti vusitam brahmācañjāriyam katam karaniyam nāparam itthatayā’ti.

\(^{57}\) akuppā me vimutti, ayaṃ antimā jāti, naththi dāni punabbhāvoti.

\(^{58}\) See above, p. 2.

\(^{59}\) Mrozik (2007, p. 84): “The presence of seemingly contradictory body discourses in a single text is not uncommon in Buddhist literature.”

\(^{60}\) Another important related formulation is the interdependence between consciousness and “name and form” (nāma-rūpa) articulated by the Mahāniddāna-sutta at DN II.62–63.

\(^{61}\) Hamilton (2003); Shulman (2014, chp. 2.1).
bodily and the mental, the inner and the outer, the self and the other, all emerge. Or, more strongly perhaps, we could evoke the basic phenomenological stance that is associated with Husserl, which suggests that phenomenology is an experiential given, and that it should be analyzed on its own terms while bracketing the metaphysical question regarding the ontological nature of the mental and the material; the body, phenomenologically speaking, cannot be divorced from its conscious apprehension. Furthermore, we could adduce contemporary enactivist approaches that often draw on Buddhist thought, and which understand the mind to emerge out of biological and neural autopoietic complexes, in which a body becomes a “self-specifying” and self-regulating system; thus, the mental and the physical form a continuum. While further analysis is necessary in order to decipher the relation between body and mind in early Buddhism, and while we could probably identify a polyvalence in this context as with respect to other questions we are entertaining, these approaches help us think of the body not as a mere physical entity that is external to consciousness, but as an integral part of conscious phenomenology.

We can thereby adopt a methodological, naïve-dualist approach with respect to the body-mind relation in early Buddhism, which takes both categories as important for early Buddhist phenomenology and practice, without committing to a particular ontological interpretation. With this we may perceive that for important strands of early Buddhism, the path to liberation was understood as a development of both body and mind, and that the two are closely connected, if not thoroughly intertwined. One interesting context that this theme comes up in is in the polemics between the Buddhists and the Jains. Of special concern is the debate with the Jain-oriented logician Saccaka, who accuses the Buddha in The Great Discourse to Saccaka (MN 36) that Buddhists are only concerned with development of mind, while they avoid development of the body. The Buddha’s response underscores his self-understanding as one who is fully developed in both body and mind, while the two rely on each other. He claims that Saccaka, who attempts to define development of body as proceeding from ascetic practice, does not understand true development of body, while regarding development of mind he does not even attempt an explanation. The Buddha teaches that the two are necessary for each other—for an un instructed disciple, pleasant feelings that arise generate passion, yet once they pass painful feelings occur, which cause one to suffer; for one whose body is undeveloped, the pleasant feelings that arise take control of the mind, while for one whose mind is undeveloped, it will be the painful feelings that overpower his consciousness. This compelling definition contains a counterintuitive side, which Anālayo attributes to a transmission error, since it seems to confuse between what we would expect to define as the development of the body, i.e., ascetic practices and dealing with physical pain, and what we would assume that development of mind consists of, meaning meditative practice that includes a dimension of pleasure. In any case, the Buddha now defines the Buddhist monk as one who is developed in both body and mind, so that he has no passion for pleasures that arise, which is equal to his development of body, while he is not aggravated by the painful feelings as well, which amounts to his development of mind. In both cases, the pleasant and painful feelings “do not take hold of his consciousness and remain” (vedanā cittam na pariyādiya tiṭṭhati). His practice is thus “two-sided” or “double-winged” (ubhatopakkha).

Saccaka is impressed by this statement and asks the Buddha if he is never overpowered by pleasant or painful sensations, and whether this was always so. This question...
spurs a long autobiographical report by the Buddha concerning the path he followed to enlightenment, which synthesizes the two earlier narratives of the Buddha’s enlightenment in the MN from the Bhayabherava-sutta (MN 4) and the Ariyaparyesana-sutta (MN 26). This new description includes a particularly well-known presentation of the ascetic practices that the Buddha-to-be undertook, which is the most important source in Pāli on this classic section of his traditional biography. Although our intuition tells us that developing the body is equal to dealing with physical pain, an approach that was adopted also by Buddhist storytellers in the past, the discourse is consistent in ending each description of the Buddha’s asceticism with a statement that corresponds to its earlier definition of development of the mind so that “for me . . . such arisen painful feelings did not take hold of my mind and remain” (evatapatti kho me, Agīvessana, uppanṇa dukkha vedana cittaṃ na pariṣādaya tiṭṭhati). When the text moves to describe the Buddha-to-be’s attainments in meditation, it remains consistent, defining each experience of advanced attainment according to its earlier definition of development of the body—“for me . . . such arisen joyful feelings did not take hold of my mind and remain” (evatapatti kho me, aggiüssana, uppanṇa sukhā vedana cittaṃ na pariṣādaya tiṭṭhati).

Whatever the solution to the question of textual transmission here is, the Pāli authors present a compelling approach to the relation between development of body and mind, which clearly sees the two as aspects of each other. According to their statement, advanced realization in meditation and understanding relates to “development of the body.” Whether or not there ever was a consistent and fixed definition for development of body and of mind, the emphasis of the Greater Discourse to Saccaka is that the two go together, and that both were necessary for the Buddha to reach enlightenment.

5. Metaphysics of Embodiment—What Is a Body?

The discussion we conducted has not resolved the tension in the understanding of the relation between the body and the mind in early Buddhism. Nor did it explain the precise intention of The KGSS in stating that in the fourth jhāna the whole body is pervaded by a thoroughly cleansed consciousness. While further textual analyses may facilitate a more confident definition of the concepts of body and mind in early Buddhism, I wish to conclude the discussion by taking a broader look at the idea of the body in this tradition, while questioning the very nature of corporeality. That is, we must integrate

67 Powers (2009, p. 43) mentions also the radical presentation of asceticism in Mahāśālanā-sutta (MN 12); this wild presentation is a good example of the confusion that arises when literary dimensions of texts remain unrecognized. The extreme practices it describes include having the Buddha walking on four and eating cow-dung or urinated upon while lying in a cemetery. None of this relates to any particular power or perfection, but is a literary elaboration on ascetic trials.

68 On the relation to other texts in the MN and the remarkable literary technique of the authors of the Sutta, best perceived at this point, see Shulman (Forthcoming, chp. 6).

69 See the discussion of this text in relation to parallel versions, mainly in different Sanskritic works, in Anālayo (2011, pp. 232–46). These texts should, however, be treated as different versions of the story, so that the attempt for the one true original text pursued by scholars like Anālayo seems misguided. The attempt here is not merely at faithful transmission.

70 Perhaps the simplest solution to the perplexity is that the authors of the Mahāsaccaka misplaced the correct titles for the definition of development body and mind in the Buddha’s first formulation. Yet the text does seem to rely on a different understanding that he holds throughout, even if it is less convincing.

71 The emphasis on the parallel development of both body and mind fits with the similes the Buddha gives when he begins his final stage of practice. While Bodhi and Nāṇamoli (1995, 1229n387) and Anālayo (2011, pp. 235–36) feel the simile is misplaced since they understand its message to be that austerities are unnecessary, this reading is an attempt to force the conventionalized themes of the Buddha’s life story on the Mahāsaccaka, which has a different focus of polemics with Jainism, thus aiming to show that the Buddha is master of both body and mind. The simile is of the ability to light a fire with wood that must be both dry and sapless, just as a practitioner must be secluded in both bodily and mental respects. See MN I.240–42, reading with VRI and Anālayo (2011, 235n152) kītīṇa eva cittaṃ cittaṇa ca.
into our investigation a diversity of perspectives that treat the body within a metaphysical framework that does not locate it in a simply physical dimension.

Although not directly within our line of inquiry, it would be valuable to recall at this point one of the more puzzling contexts that relate to the body of the Buddha—the worship of relics. A distinctive practice of all traditional forms of Buddhist religion in Asia is the high reverence with which the corporeal remains of the Buddha, and more broadly of Buddhist saints, are treated, where they often serve as primary objects of devotion and as highly prized pilgrimage destinations. Relics remind us that for Buddhist religion, a realized body is not a regular body, and that in some way or another, the physical is not only a remnant of the spiritual, but a direct revelation of it.

In fact, relics may offer us insight into the world of thought that—as in the KGSS—takes the realized body to be fully penetrated by the purified mind. In his fascinating interpretation of the cult of relics, Gregory Schopen speaks of the conception of the relic as “the conception that takes the relic as a living presence animated and characterized by the same qualities that animated and characterized the living Buddha.” He further shows how for the redactors who wrote some of the inscriptions he studies, the relics are said to be “saturated/invigorated/enlivened by morality, concentration, and wisdom” (p. 154). For him, this implies that “at the very least, this must mean that the relics are characterized by—full of—exactly the same spiritual forces and faculties that characterize, and, in fact, constitute and animate the living Buddha” (p. 154).

These statements cut across the habitual divide between the mental and the physical. Schopen’s sources are probably later than the ones we are focusing on here. Yet in interpreting the concept of the body and its role in the soteriological practices of early Buddhism, they offer us an important direction of analysis, which suggests that for at least significant parts of the Indian Buddhist tradition, the body is not simply “a body” in the stark material sense, nor is the awakened mind devoid of physical manifestation. Rather, the two seem to permeate each other, so that the awakened body acts as a corporeal expression of liberated consciousness, and that this even continues after such a person dies. This is, perhaps, one way to deal with the incomprehensible death of such unique, enlightened beings.

Another significant doctrine in this context, which is given much emphasis in Radich’s (2007, esp. chp. 2.3) analysis, is the “mind-made body” (manomaya-kāya) that the advanced Buddhist practitioner is said to attain in texts such as the Sāmaññaphala-sutta (see above, p. 8). While such an attainment combats our modern epistemology that valorizes the physical, it fits the overall pattern we are beginning to decipher in which an apparently material body is the product of a mental attainment in advanced meditation. Even if the presentation of magical powers is considered to be mere ideology or a packaging of the image of the advanced practitioner that is designed to attract new Buddhist converts, the conceptual map that makes it convincing is quite straightforward—a body can be created through a mind, so that the advanced practitioner who has reached the fourth jhāna and proceeded to develop supernatural power, “turns and directs his mind to the creation of

---

72 For a valuable historical survey of an array of practices that relate to relics in Buddhism, see Skilling (2005); for remarkable examples of relic veneration in Buddhist traditions, see Seneviratne (1978), as well as Kieschnick (2005, chp. 1).
73 I emphasize that in this statement, or in ones that follow in this section, I do not intend there to be an essential dichotomy between body and mind; rather, I take these categories as phenomenologically and pre-theoretically clear enough to the tradition, while the overall patter is that mental attainment has an important physical manifestation, or that the two are interdependent.
74 Schopen (1997, p. 156).
75 This idea fits well with Strong’s (2004) interpretation of relics as an extension of the Buddha’s biography. See also the ambiguous attempt by the authors of the Mahāparinibbāna-sutta, who wanted, at the very same time, to retain their Buddha as alive forever and as an impermanent being who dies like the rest of men; see further in Shulman (Forthcoming, chp. 3).
76 We may question whether rātāni must necessarily mean ‘material’, as it could also mean more generally ‘possessing form’; nevertheless, the overall description seems to take this as a regular body, as is confirmed by the commentary’s lack of elaboration and acceptance that this body possesses all limbs and faculties.
77 As Maneé (1990) argues in relation to the DN; and compare Grinshpon’s (2002, esp. chp. 3) attention to magical powers in the Yoga tradition.
a mind-made body; and from that body he creates another body, material, mind-made, possessing all major and minor limbs, and whose faculties are not defected."\(^{78}\)

The most important expression of the body as a manifestation of spiritual, ethical, and cognizant power is the doctrine that has influenced the understanding of the Buddha’s body more than any other, the notion that it possesses the 32 marks of a great man.\(^{79}\) This doctrine, which many still try to define as a late development that relates to the later layers of the nikāya discourses,\(^{80}\) takes the Buddha’s body to possess a set of remarkable bodily marks, which attest to his unique ontological status. He thus has, for example, wheels on the soles of his hands and feet, a golden body to which dust does not stick, a special perturbation on his cranium, 40 perfectly even teeth, a beautiful voice, the torso of a lion and thighs like those of an antelope.

The 32 marks place the Buddha’s body between the physical and the metaphysical,\(^{81}\) trying to have it both ways. The classic explanation of this practice from the Lakkhaṇa-sutta of the DN suggests that the marks are a physical expression of good deeds performed in the past, so that the Buddha’s body appears as a dense manifestation of karma. With this, this discourse offers a concrete, even naturalistic explanation for the process of embodiment, according to which the body is a receptacle of moral and spiritual striving. According to Buddhist understanding, expressed wonderfully in the Jātaka stories of the Buddha’s previous rebirths, the Buddha had developed both his body and mind over many, even endless, lifetimes. We thus see how this concrete, naturalistic explanation easily slips into a robust metaphysical position, relying on the doctrine of karma and its cosmological idea of infinite rebirth, as well on as the Buddha’s ultimate knowledge of his previous rebirths, through which he reveals his past. As Mrozik (2007, p. 66) says, “for our purposes, the most important point is that the Buddha’s body, no less than his heartmind, is the karmic effect of countless lifetimes of virtuous deeds.” Mrozik (2007, p. 117) has further offered the compelling theorization not only that “South Asian Buddhists took bodies very seriously”, but also “that one of the reasons they did so was because they believed that bodies played critical roles in the ethical development of living beings.” Here, we may suggest that this understanding be advanced one step further to see the body, and especially the realized body, is imbued with a practitioner’s religious attainment, even in the case enlightenment itself.

With this we may return to the Brahmāyuttasutta, with which we began our analysis. This text offered a remarkably grounded presentation of the Buddha’s bodily perfection, highlighting his completely gentle and balanced use of his muscles and limbs. Yet there too, we sensed the metaphysical interpretation lurking in the background and rising to the surface in such statements as that the Buddha only begins walking with his right foot. In fact, the depiction of the Buddha’s body we read comes after one of the major introductions of the doctrine of the 32 marks in the Nikāyas, serving to expand and bring it down to earth. While this approach clearly reveals an ingenious understanding of the Buddha’s body, it also treads the fine line between the physical and the metaphysical, trying to tie the two together. See the following statement of the way the Buddha wears his robes, which comes a little below the passages we read:

> The robe of the reverend Gotama is not too long or too short; it does not stick to his body and is not too loose; the wind does not blow the reverend Gotama’s robe

\(^{78}\) DN I.77.6–10: so... manomayo kāya abhinimmatā cittā abhisārati abhinissānāti. so imam hā kāya abhināma kāya abhinimmatā rāpiṇī manomayo sabbaipapecchāni abhiindriyam.

\(^{79}\) See for example in Radich (2007, chp. 3); Mrozik (2007, chp.4); Powers (2009, pp. 12–16).

\(^{80}\) A recent and interesting contribution to this line of analysis is McGovern (2016), who also manages to identify certain parallels between the list of the 32 marks and the 6th century C.E. Brahmanical source of the Brhatasamhitā.

\(^{81}\) By using this term in this way I intend a theorization that relies on elements beyond the empirical, which are taken to be no less, and perhaps more, real than empirical knowledge. I prefer the term metaphysical to spiritual.
away from his body; and dust and dirt do not stick to the reverend Gotama’s body.\textsuperscript{82}

We can easily sense the texts swaying between physical and metaphysical interpretations. On the one hand, the Buddha wears his robes at the correct length and they are not too tight or too loose; on the other, the wind will not blow the robes away from his body, and we are told that dust, and apparently also the robe itself, cannot stick to it. Indeed, this last statement is taken directly from the presentation of the 32 marks, here quoted from earlier in the same text—“The reverend Gotama has exceedingly soft skin; because of his exceedingly soft skin, dirt and dust do not stick to his body.”\textsuperscript{83}

A body is not just a body. Much like a relic, it is imbued with a deeply metaphysical nature, carrying within it not only the moral acts of the past, but also its degree of realization. The truths it gives life to far exceed the physical and the empirical. The Buddha’s body is pervaded by his awakened consciousness, and it consists of more than matter. Perhaps, however, it is our divide that causes us trouble to begin with. Perhaps, for early Buddhism, there was no clear distinction between the physical and the metaphysical, and each was seen as the natural expression of the other. It is not only that the Buddha’s body is pregnant with metaphysical truths that are beyond the material; it is no less true that for this tradition, metaphysics is thoroughly embodied, so that the spiritual and material are different sides of the same coin. It is, thus, a completely natural fact that the Buddha possesses such an elegant and captivating body, given that his body is just as realized as his mind, and that it is thoroughly permeated by the truths he realized.\textsuperscript{84}
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